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All Quiet on the Western Front Vocabulary Guide 

Vocabulary: 
  

Set A – Chapters 1-4 

word part of 
speech 

definition 

1.      conjure verb -          to summon or call upon a 
power 

2.      curt adjective -          rudely brief or abrupt 

3.      decorum noun -          manners; conformity to 
convention 

4.      disconcerted adjective -          perturbed; bothered; 
upset 

5.      impeachable adjective -          able to be discredited or 
challenged 

6.      implore verb -          to appeal urgently [to do 
something]; to beg 

7.      indefatigable adjective -          unable to tire 

8.      indignation noun -          anger aroused at injustice 

9.      martinet noun -          a strict (military) 
disciplinarian 

10.  mutineer noun -          a person who takes part 
in an overthrow / mutiny 

11.  ostracize verb -          to exile or exclude from a 
group 

12.  queue verb -          to form a line 

13.  ration noun -          a fixed portion or share 

14.  remonstrance noun -          the act of protesting or 
opposing 

15.  renunciation noun -          the act of rejecting or 
disowning 

16.  requisition noun -          a written request for 
something needed 

17.  revile verb -          to use verbal abuse 

18.  supple adjective -          easily bent; limber 

19.  synthetic adjective -          not genuine or natural; 
artificial 

20.  voracity noun -          largeness of appetite; 
greediness in eating 
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Set B – Chapters 5-8 

word part of 
speech 

definition 

21.  affable adjective -          friendly; easy to talk to 

22.  apoplexy noun -          state of seizure; loss of muscle 
control 

23.  benediction noun -          a blessing/prayer 

24.  chasten verb -          to punish (usually verbally) 

25.  debauched adjective -          morally corrupt 

26.  docile adjective -          easily taught; obedient 

27.  impinge verb -          to trespass or push against 
(impinge upon) 

28.  importune verb -          to ask for something repeatedly 

29.  inducement noun -          something that motivates, 
persuades 

30. 

insubordination 
noun -          disobedience; defiance 

31.  laconic adjective -          brief in speech; concise 

32.  laudable adjective -          deserving of praise; 
commendable 

33.  oblique adjective -          slanted; not straightforward 

34.  pallid adjective -          pale in complexion 

35.  parapet noun -          an earth or stone 
embankment/wall 

36.  pensive adjective -          deep in thought; serious 

37.  precipitous adjective -          extremely steep 

38.  quixotic adjective -          striving for unreachable ideals; 
not practical 

39.  reproach verb -          to blame or bring shame on 
someone 
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Set C – Chapters 9-11 
 

word part of 
speech 

definition 

40.  aberration noun -          an abnormality 

41.  bequeath verb -          to leave property; to will 

42.  degeneration noun -          act of deteriorating 

43.  dissolution noun -          act of dissolving/falling 
apart 

44.  dogged adjective -          stubborn, unwilling 

45.  emaciated adjective -          extremely thin and 
starved in appearance 

46.  fastidious adjective -          very neat, careful 

47.  fatuous adjective -          stupid or false 

48.  heathen noun -          one who does not 
conform to religious 
principles 

49.  idyll noun -          a scene/poem of rural 
life 

50.  impalpable adjective -          not easily seen or felt 

51.  insensate adjective -          unable to feel/sense 

52.  litany noun -          a long, repetitious 
prayer/list 

53.  malevolent adjective -          evil 

54.  obtuse adjective -          dull; slow to understand 

55.  placate verb -          to calm down 

56.  provocation noun -          act of 
angering/bothering 

57.  regeneration noun -          rebirth; new life 

58.  surreptitious adjective -          made or performed 
secretly 
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Glossary:  
These are words specific to this historical period.  
 
 

 Word Definition 

“An der Weser” On the Weser [River]. 

98 rifle an upgraded Mauser rifle, which was safer and easier to use than earlier models. Adopted by the German 
military command in 1898, it had a 29-inch barrel and a five-round magazine. 

A1 a person who is fit for military service. Lesser degrees of fitness rate C3 or B3, for example. 

anti-aircraft shells explosive projectiles fired at enemy aircraft. 

Aunt Sally name of a figure of a woman's head at which balls are thrown, as in a sideshow; a person or idea seen or set 
up as an easy target for criticism. 

Between 
Langemark and 
Bixschoote 

towns north and northwest of Ypres in northwest Belgium, one of the most war-ravaged communities of 
World War I. 

billets the living quarters or lodging provided for military personnel. 

blighty a wound that assures the victim a permanent departure from action. 

bobby [Informal] a British policeman. 

bread fatigue kitchen duty. 

C.B. confinement to barracks. 

C.O. commanding officer. 
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 Word Definition 

calibre the size of a bullet or shell as measured by its diameter. 

canteen . a place outside a military camp where refreshments and entertainment are provided for members of the armed 
forces 

carbolic a solution used as an antiseptic, disinfectant, etc. 

black-pudding a hearty sausage made of blood, suet, and spicy, pungent flavorings. 

chloroform a toxic liquid, with a sweet taste, used as a solvent, fumigant, etc. and here as a general anesthetic. 

clink [Informal] a jail; prison. 

coal-boxes low velocity German shells; nicknamed”the black Maria,” because they emitted dark smoke 

commissariat food supplies. 

court-martialled convicted by a court-marial, a trial by armed-forces personnel of a person accused of breaking military law. 

excreta waste matter excreted from the body, as sweat or urine. 

fete festival, entertainment. 

Flanders region in northwest Europe, on the North Sea, including a part of northwest France and the provinces of East 
Flanders and West Flanders in Belgium. 

Flanders to the 
Vosges 

from a region in northwest Europe, on the North Sea, including a part of northwest France and the provinces 
of East Flanders and West Flanders in Belgium to a mountain range in northeast France, west of the Rhine. 

daisy-cutters anti-personnel shells that are fired at ground level. 

dixie an oversized iron cooking pot. 
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 Word Definition 

Dolbenberg a mountain outside Paul’s hometown. 

dressing-station a first-aid tent where wounded men are stabilized before being transported to military hospitals. 

flying divisions . mobile units capable of rapid deployment wherever they are needed 

Frisian people of Friesland or the Frisian Islands, near the eastern German-Dutch border. 

dripping the fat and juices that drip from roasting meat. 

dust-up [Slang] a commotion, quarrel, or fight. 

English heavies cannons, or field artillery. 

esprit de corps group spirit; sense of pride, honor, etc. shared by those in the same group or undertaking. 

Froggies . [Slang] the French; term of contempt or derision 

garrison a fortified place with troops, guns, etc.; military post or station. 

gendarmes police officers in France and Belgium. 

gun-shy easily frightened at the firing of a gun. 

Herr [German] Mr.; Sir.; a German title of respect. 

Hindenburg Paul von (1847-1934); German field marshal; president of the Weimar Republic (1925-1934). 

hoarding [British] a billboard. 

hop it [Brit. slang] move along quickly. 
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 Word Definition 

Iron Cross a prestigious German military decoration. 

johnnies [British] any men or boys. 

Kaiser Wilhelm, or William II (1859-1941), emperor of Germany and king of Prussia (1888-1918), whose ambitions 
led Germany into a fruitless and costly war. 

La guerre — 
grand malheur — 
pauvres garçons 

[French] The war — great unhappiness — poor boys. 

latrine poles poles that serve as toilet seats above holes dug to contain human excrement. 

listening post an advanced, concealed position near the enemy's lines, for detecting the enemy's movements by listening. 

Löhne a city in the western part of Germany. 

lorries [British] motor trucks. 

Lycurgus real or legendary Spartan lawgiver of about the 9th century B.C. 

mantilla a woman's scarf, as of lace, worn over the hair and shoulders. 

mess-tin the compactly arranged metal plates and eating utensils carried by a soldier for use in the field; sometimes 
also referred to as mess kit or mess gear. 

misere ouverte an open discussion of hardship. 

morphia morphine, a bitter, white or colorless, crystalline narcotic alkaloid derived from opium and used in medicine 
to relieve pain 

munition-columns narrow lines of soldiers accompanying artillery to the front. 
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 Word Definition 

napkin [British] a diaper. 

No Man's Land the unoccupied region separating opposing armies. 

non-com [Informal] a noncommissioned officer; an enlisted person of any of various grades in the armed forces. 

nose-cap the metal tip of an explosive device. 

Observation- 
balloons 

the enemy's method of locating the dugouts of soldiers and assaulting them with grenades and light firearms. 

old buffer [Slang] old fellow. 

one mark twenty 
pfennig 

the mark and the pfennig are monetary units of Germany. 

parachute 
star-shell 

a parachute carrying a light to illuminate troop movements in the dark. 

parade-ground 
soldiering 

ceremonial formation in dress uniforms. 

parapet a wall or bank used to screen troops from frontal enemy fire. 

pill-box a low, enclosed gun emplacement of concrete and steel. 

Pince-nez eyeglasses without temples, kept in place by a spring gripping the bridge of the nose. 

Pioneer dump a supply source for the pioneers; here, a supply source for the infantrymen who are preparing the road for 
marching columns. 

piss-a-bed [Slang] a person who is unable to control urination, particularly during sleep. 
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 Word Definition 

pocket-torch [British] a flashlight. 

Poetic League of 
Göttingen 

a spontaneous Göttingen University league of appreciators of romantic poetry organized in 1771, similar to 
the “Dead Poet’s Society.” By 1775, the students eventually drifted apart after many of them graduated. 

Possy a location, or position. 

Prussians people of a historical region of northern Germany, on the Baltic. The Prussian ruling class was regarded as 
harsh in discipline, militaristic, arrogant, etc. 

Quartermaster an officer whose duty it is to provide troops with quarters, clothing, equipment, and so on. 

quids pieces of chewing tobacco. 

regiments military units consisting of two or more battalions and forming a basic element of a division. 

Reinforcement-de
pot 

a central receiving headquarters where supplies are delivered for distribution to the field. 

Shell-shock a psychological condition characterized by anxiety, irritability, depression, etc., often occurring after 
prolonged combat in warfare. 

Skat a card game for three people, played with thirty-two cards. 

Skittle-alley a narrow expanse of lawn where players roll a wooden ball at a tight arrangement of ninepins. 

Soldiers’ Home a recreation center, similar to the American U.S.O. 

Somme a river in northern France, which flows past Amiens, where both sides battled in 1916 and then again in 1918. 
The first battle, costing a million lives, was a Pyrrhic victory, with so much loss to combatants that neither 
could claim advantage. 
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 Word Definition 

Stations of the 
Cross 

a series of fourteen crosses, as along the walls of a church, typically placed above representations of the 
stages of Jesus’ final sufferings and of his death and burial, visited in succession as a devotional exercise. The 
foreboding image connects Paul’s wartime sufferings with Christ’s final days. 

Stickle-backs small, bony fishes with two to eleven sharp spines in front of the dorsal fin. 

Storm-troops the first wave of the infantry assault. 

Territorial a volunteer home guard. 

tommy [British informal] a private in the British army. 

trench mortars any of various portable mortars for shooting projectiles at a high trajectory and short range. 

Un moment [French] one moment. 

Valenciennes city in northern France, near the Belgian border, which the Germans occupied during World War I. 

Verey light a flare gun. 

waggle-top a mortar shell that wobbles like a Roman candle as it spins to earth. 

what we ought to 
annex 

that is, lands that Germany felt it had a right to claim. 

white-horses whitecaps. 

wireless-men radio operators. 

wiring fatigue the tedious task of laying barbed wire to slow an enemy assault. 

  
Glossary adapted from: 
Cliff Notes glossary. http://www.cliffsnotes.com/literature/a/all-quiet-on-the-western-front/study-help/full-glossary 
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